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Motivation
Curated gene annotation is a challenging computational problem in genomics. Reliable results are
commonly achieved with spliced alignment of full-length cDNAs or expressed sequence tags
(ESTs) with sufficient overlap to cover the entire mRNA. Moreover, predictive approaches are
based on curated Gene Models obtained by experimental effort too. Many standalone programs are
available for mapping and aligning expressed tags to a genome sequence. With the aim to contribute
to the bioinformatics efforts of the International Tomato Genome Sequencing project we tested the
software proposed by the International Committee for cDNA/EST to genome mapping. We
investigated which algorithm is more reliable and in which context, comparing and evaluating some
of the most frequently used specialized software to provide a trusty Reference dataset of Tomato
Gene Models.
Methods
We tested sim4 [1], based on the BLASTZ algorithm [2], Galahad, included in the grail-exp
package [3], blEST [1] and SIBsim4 [1], ALL based on sim4 algorithm [1], and GeneSeqer [4][5]
as software commonly used for solving the task of mapping cDNAs/ESTs to genomic sequences.
Software results depend on the specific parameter usage but also on specific similarity thresholds.
We compared the resulting data from different software considering all common results and
discussing each software specific feature. To provide a reliable informative benchwork for Tomato
genome annotation based on experimental results, we set up a Gbrowse [6] based platform reporting
the results from the different methods. The datasets used in the present analysis are the Tomato
expressed sequences available from dbEST [7] and from the genome sequencing effort at the SOL
Genomics Network (SGN)[8].
Results
This work summarizes the analysis and the results of specific software solving the cDNA/EST to
genome mapping problem. Different algorithms and even different parameters and similarity
thresholds influence the quality of the resulting alignments. We present here our evaluation of the
software considered and we propose multiple algorithm usage under different constraints to provide
exhaustive and reliable information when experimentally annotating genome sequence data. indeed
To further support annotators, we provide different results: i) best alignments with a low error
margin of the genomic region alignment and ii) and less stringent results extending the number of
retained alignments. This may be useful because highly scored complete EST alignment as well as
medium level similarities and partial alignments per EST may be of interest, either when
considering reliable gene models predicted by experimental data or when looking for related gene
loci in evolutionary analysis.
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